CONVENTION CENTERS:

LEADING WITH KINDNESS
By Carrie Paolone, CMP, CEM, CVP

Over the course of my career, I have come to read many howto books on the subjects of leadership, motivating employees, and
showing them the path towards realizing their greatness. While I can
always browse the shelves of my favourite bookstore for a new best[MTTMZWZIXWX]TIZNIV\I[aÅK\QWV[MZQM[1\MVL\WOZI^Q\I\MQV\PMLQrection of books on leadership, basically because I thrive on leading
teams of people to try harder and do better.
I have titled myself an “empathetic badass,” which is my way of
W_VQVOUaOZMI\M[\[\ZMVO\PIVLN]TÅTTQVOUaL]\a\WZMKWOVQbM\PM
feelings, thoughts, and attitudes of others around me. Before I came
full circle in identifying with this title, I had to spend a bit of time
trying to understand if I could be successful at practicing it in my
professional life. I think I can say that the moment I decided to fully
embrace it was when a long-time friend and mentor spoke to me
about empathy and kindness as leadership qualities.
Kindness Leadership, as it’s been appropriately named, is a kind
WN [\aTM\PI\Å\[[WQV[\QVK\Q^MTa_Q\P\PM\aXMWN XMZ[WV1IU1JMTQM^M
that for the majority of people kindness is already innately within
them, waiting to come out but often suppressed due to fears of lookQVO [WN\ WZ _MIS ;W QV[\MIL WN  ÅOP\QVO IOIQV[\ W]Z[MT^M[ IVL \PM
kindness we want to show, embrace it like I did by bringing the following items into play.

MR. GRUMPY PANTS

The people who are usually the hardest to be nice to, like Mr.
Grumpy Pants, need it the most. A little kindness towards these people can go a long way in turning their negative attitude around, even
_PMVaW]ZSQVLVM[[UQOP\JMUM\_Q\PZM[Q[\IVKMI\ÅZ[\?PMV_M
are faced with a person who is constantly unhappy, especially an antagonistic colleague, it’s only natural for us to follow their lead and
respond accordingly. Try instead to gently nudge at the reason for
their hostility by showing him or her a little empathy, because it’s
possible there is something happening in that person’s life which may
JMLMMXTaIٺMK\QVO\PMU<PMPQLLMV[\Z]OOTMPMWZ[PMQ[TQ^QVO_Q\P
KW]TLPI^M\WLW_Q\PI[QKSNIUQTaUMUJMZÅVIVKQIT[\ZM[[WZ[WUM
bad news that has turned their whole world upside down. You have
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nothing to lose by lending an ear, and if a change in them doesn’t immediately show, know that you’ve still done a good thing. Never unLMZM[\QUI\MPW_UMIVQVON]T\PMWٺMZWN TQ[\MVQVOKIVJM\WIXMZ[WV
who just wants someone to hear them out. I have recommended this
IXXZWIKP\WUa[\I_ٺPMV\PMaLMIT_Q\PLQٻK]T\XMWXTM[]OOM[\QVO
they don’t get sucked in and escalate the situation unnecessarily. I
IL^Q[M \PMa TQ[\MV KIZMN]TTa NWZ MUW\QWV QV \PM XMZ[WV¼[ ^WQKM ÅVL
KWUXI[[QWVQV_PI\PMWZ[PMQ[[IaQVOIVLTI[\TaWٺMZSQVL_WZL[
that demonstrate understanding.

“Be kind to unkind people, they need it the most” –
Unknown
KINDNESS IS CONTAGIOUS
7VM[UITTIK\WN SQVLVM[[KIVQV[XQZM[WUMWVM\WNWTTW_\PMM`ample you’ve set. Think about the wave at a baseball game. It usually
starts with one or two people, and before you know it the whole stadium has joined in. Kindness can work that way too, with a contaOQW][VM[[\PI\[XZMIL[TQSM_QTLÅZM-^MV[WUM\PQVO[QUXTMTQSM[UQTing at someone, giving a genuine compliment, or asking about his
or her day can completely change that person’s mood and lift them
up to higher spirits. I’m a big fan of Random Act of Kindness Day,
M`KMX\UaWVTa_Q[P_W]TLJM\PI\_MKMTMJZI\MQ\UWZMWN\MV\PIV
one day a year. When I see the way in which people randomly give
something of themselves on this one particular day, without asking
NWZIVa\PQVOQVZM\]ZV1¼UZMUQVLMLWN \PMLQٺMZMVKMSQVLVM[[KIV
make in the lives of others. Don’t wait for a special day that comes
WVKMIaMIZ\W[XZMIL\PMXIaQ\NWZ_IZLMٺMK\\PZW]OPW]\aW]Z^MV]M0I^MQ\[\IZ\_Q\PaW]UW^MWV\WaW]Z[\IٺIVLKWTTMIO]M[IVL
watch with glee as it trickles down to your clients and guests. Who
doesn’t want happy clients and guests, am I right?

“Remember there’s no such thing as a small act of
kindness. Every act creates a ripple with no logical
end.” – Scott Adams

KINDNESS STARTS WITH YOU

Kindness has to start somewhere, and it should be with you. An
important quality that leaders possess is their ability to take initiative
when nothing has been asked of them. If you feel your venue’s cul\]ZMKIVJMVMÅ\NZWUUWZMSQVLVM[[\PMVaW]PI^M\W[\MX]XIVL
be the role model that your venue needs. The good news is that,
once you’ve set the example, the wave will eventually hit everyone
and take on a life of its own. While this all might sound relatively
simple, in reality, expect there to be a few people who frankly don’t
care to keep the momentum going. Believe it or not, it happens at
baseball games too, where Mr. Grumpy Pants will just sit there in
his seat refusing to raise his arms as the wave passes through his
[MK\QWV;\QTTZM[Q[\XWQV\QVOÅVOMZ[I\PQUIVLW\PMZ[_PWIZMVW\
following suit. Be patient. Rome wasn’t built in a day, and seeing
acts of kindness spread across your company won’t happen that fast
either. Kindness will circulate in time, and when it does, appreciate
what you’ve started.

“A warm smile is the universal language of kindness.” – William Arthur Ward
KINDNESS DOESN’T HAVE AN EGO

Kindness cannot and must not be fake. For it to have the desired
MٺMK\ Q\ PI[ \W KWUM IKZW[[ I[ OMV]QVM ?PMV IV IK\ WN  SQVLVM[[
looks like it’s coming from a good place, the recipient will usually
react with surprise and gratitude. If that same person reacts instead
with a look of suspicion, it typically means he or she does not completely trust the sincerity of your words or actions. I would guess
we’ve all had this happen to us, where someone says something you
think to be either a white lie or just lip service. I like to believe that in
ITTUaaMIZ[WN M`XMZQMVKM1¼^MXZW^MV\WJMXZM\\aLMKMV\I\[VQٻVO
W]\INISMKWUXTQUMV\6WVM\PMTM[[ÅVL\PM[\ZMVO\P\W_Q\P[\IVL
calling out that person’s insincerity, since it is likely their intentions
were good. Practicing kindness can be a lot like taking criticism,
[WUM XMZ[WVITQ\QM[ ÅVL Q\ PIZLMZ \W [_ITTW_ \PIV W\PMZ[ <PM TI[\
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thing you want to do as a kindness leader is to stop encouraging those
QVaW]ZXZWNM[[QWVITKQZKTMNZWUJMQVOSQVLJMKI][M\PMQZÅZ[\NM_M`periences didn’t go exactly as planned. With that being said, leaders
and participants who set these acts in motion shouldn’t expect to see
them paid back right away. To me there’s something morally amiss
about keeping score, or even hinting to a colleague that he or she reciprocate your kind deed. I would also avoid the temptation to make
a spectacle out of your kindness, wherein you’re doing it as a way to
be seen and acknowledged. The pleasure you derive from carrying
out the act is the true source of satisfaction, not the possibility that
aW]UQOP\OM\IPQOPÅ^MNZWUaW]Z[\IٺNWZUISQVOISQVLOM[\]ZM
Kindness needs to be performed for its own sake, as if it came naturally to you. If it doesn’t, let it be a reminder it’s time to get your
ego in check.

“Carry out a random act of kindness, with no
expectation of reward, safe in the knowledge that
one day someone might do the same for you.”
– Princess Diana
These days, my growth as a leader has been dedicated less to what
I can learn and more to what I can develop. I’ve found that learning
has and will always be present in my life, regardless of whether or not
I’m ready to acquire a new skill or information. A growth mindset
on the other hand requires developing more of a mental playbook,
something that has been planned, practiced, and accepted by your
team. Fortunately, my venue’s team has taken kindly to playing by
my game plan, trusting me as their leader to show them that kindness
can triumph over all.
.FM
Carrie Paolone, CMP, CEM, CVP, is director of events for the Scotiabank Convention Centre in Niagara Falls, Ontario.
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